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Year 7 Knowledge Organiser: Poetry

Journeys-
Reading

The word 'poetry' is from the Greek term poiesis, which 
means 'making‘ or ‘creating’.

Types of form you will study - definitions 

Grid poem

• Structured like a grid or a square
• A grid poem can be read horizontally and vertically, 

sometimes in other directions
• It contains multiple other poems within

Multiple choice 
narrative

• Allows the reader to select a path through a story 
or poem from a range of possible options

Decision tree • A graph that uses a branching method to illustrate 
every possible output for a specific input

Fractal
• From the Latin adjective fractus, meaning 

fragmented or irregular
• irregular and fragmented patterns around us

Reverse poem

• A poem that can be read forwards (top to bottom) 
and have one meaning, but can also be read 
backwards (bottom to top) and have a different or 
opposite meaning.

Venn Diagram

• An illustration that uses circles to show the 
relationships among things

• Represents the differences and the similarities 
between two concepts

Free verse
• Does not rely on consistent patterns of rhyme 

and meter

Title Poet Date Form

Queen 
Elizabeth I Henry Lok 1597 • Grid poem

Kind G.P. Hyde 2021 • Grid poem

Decision Tree Mike Naylor 2011

• Multiple choice
narrative

• Decision Tree
• Fractal

Multiple 
Choice

Harry 
Matthews 1992 • Multiple choice 

narrative

Refugees Brian Bilston 2019 • Reverse poem

Work and 
Play Ted Hughes 1975 • Free verse?

(What do you think?)

At the 
Intersection! Brian Bilston 2015 • Venn diagram

It’s a bird! It’s 
a plane! Mairi Wallace 2020 • Venn diagram

Poetry-
Structure/ 

Form

Journeys
- Writing



HOW
(MQE) What methods is the poet using to convey their ideas?

Method
• The writer uses… to… The writer uses the form of a grid poem to express his feelings about Queen 

Elizabeth I – it can be read in multiple ways.

Quote
• For example … For example, horizontally it reads “God pour’d forth Rare Grace” and vertically it 

reads “God makes Kings rule for heavens.”

Effect

• This suggests…
• …creates an effect of …
• …creates an image of …
• “_____” has connotations of…
• It makes the reader think/ feel…

The use of a grid poem suggests the writer has a lot to say about Queen Elizabeth 
I. It creates an effect of the writer not being able to express his feelings in one 
way – he is overwhelmed by what he feels. By using a grid, it creates an image of 
the writer trying to control his thoughts and maybe even trying to include secret 
messages. It makes the reader feel intrigued and focus on what did the writer 
want to say exactly.

Stanza • A verse in poetry

Volta

• Italian word for “turn.”
• marks a change from the main narrative or idea to 

a different meaning or to a reveal of conclusion

Syllables
• Is a part of a word that contains a single vowel 

sound and that is pronounced as a unit

Repetition
• The action of repeating something that has 

already been said or written

Structure
• How the poet has organised his or her work into 

patterns.
• The order the ideas appear in. 

Rhythm • the beat or the flow of a poem

Rhyme
• A word, syllable, or line that have or end with a 

sound that corresponds to another.

Simile • Comparing two unlike things using like or as

Metaphor
• A word or a phrase used to describe something as 

if it were something else

Alliteration
• The occurrence of the same letter or sound at the 

beginning of adjacent or closely connected words.

Juxtaposition
• two things being seen or placed close together 

with contrasting effect.

Personification
• attribution of human characteristics to 

something non-human

Enjambment
• the continuation of a sentence without a pause 

beyond the end of a line

Poetry Glossary


